In the classes of infinite symmetric groups, their normal subgroups, and their factor groups, we determine those groups which are equivalent in the sense that they may not be distinguished by the solvability of a system of finitely many equations in variables and parameters.
1. Introduction and results. Recently, several authors [1, [3] [4] [5] 8, 9, 12] studied the solvability of equations of the form w(x l9 ...,x n ) = y 9 where w is a group word, in various kinds of groups. In [1, 3, 12] this problem was considered for infinite symmetric groups. Here we consider the simultaneous solvability of several equations of a similar form in infinite symmetric groups, their normal subgroups, and their factor-groups.
Let G be a group, x v ...,x n variables, y l9 ... 9 y m parameters, and H> 7 = Wi(x\> -. , x n ; JΊ, .., y m ) (i G I) group words in these variables and parameters. We say that W = {w i: | i e /} is G-universal if G satisfies the following property:
For all y l9 ..., y m e G there exist x l9 ..., x n e G such that for all i e /, w t (x l9 ...,x n ;y v ...,y m ) = e.
Two groups G and H will be called equationally equivalent, G = eq H, if for any finite set W of words vv z as above, W is G-universal iff W is //-universal. Let S p denote the infinite symmetric group of all permutations of a set of cardinality tf p and, for 0 < r < v 4-1, SI its normal subgroup comprising all permutations moving less than N τ elements of the underlying set. The problem of the elementary equivalence (definability) of the groups S v {v > 0) was solved in Shelah [11] . Here we will consider the problem of the equational equivalence of the groups S v . A very similar problem was suggested by J. Isbell, cf. [6; p. 20] . Throughout this paper, let V = {v l9 v 2 , v 3 } be the following set of words in parameters y l9 y 2 (1) S, -eq 3,
We also obtain the subsequent generalization of Ehrenfeucht et al. [3; Theorem 3] which is partly a consequence of a result of Moran [7] : If W(JC 1? ..., x n ; ^x,..., y m ) is a word in parameters y k and variables JC 7 , we also abbreviate it by w(xβ y k )\ we include the indices j\ k in this expression in order to indicate that they range over index sets /, K respectively (here / = {1,..., n}, K = {1,..., m}).
Proof of our results.
Before we can prove Theorem 1, we need a few preparations: 
Proof, (a) Obvious.
(b) For JC, j G M, let x -^ if x = >> z for some z e Z. This defines an equivalence relation on M, and each equivalence class is at most countably-infinite and is invariant under any z k (k £ K). Now choose each M ι (I e L) to be an appropriate union of equivalence classes.
Proof. Let M be a set of cardinality N μ and 
The following lemma is stated in a more general form than actually needed since it may be also of some independent interest. Recall that for a permutation p and n ^ N^p(n) denotes the number of orbits of length n of p. First let us show that W is ^-universal. Because of Proposition 3.2, we may assume (2 s°) + = tt v < S^. Thus there exists an equivalence class T c L of cardinality N p . Fix / G Γ, choose a set P of cardinality S μ and, for each p e P, a copy (M^, ^ 1? ..., ^ n ) of <M /? 7 α ,..., y Un ) y and put Λ =MUU r? M p , jί= Λ β θ / , eJ ,^M ^,(^ ^) Since |Λ| = « μ , by assumption there are xj eP^ (7 e /) with vv^xj, ^) = id^ for all / G 7. By Proposition 3.1(a), there is a set 5 with ~M c βc ^4 and B for all kεϊ, j G /; in particular, ^(xt; j+) == id# for all / G /. Now it is easy to see that (M 9 y l9 ..., y n ) is isomorphic to (B, yf,..., y^) . Hence there exist Xj G P M (y G /) such that w^xy, y k ) = id M for all / G /, establishing (1).
Next we finish the proof of (2). For any subset S c L, we abbreviate The converse can be established by showing that Sf = eq S* whenever 1 < T < v, and that S} = eq S£ (S, 0 = eq S^0) whenever y, μ > 0 (v,μ > 0). Since the methods applied are similar to (and easier than) the ones used for the proof of the implication (3) -> (1) of Theorem 1, we leave the details to the reader.
(b) Clearly, S$ Φ eq S o since any element of SO is a commutator by Ore's Theorem [10] . Hence assume v > 0 now. By Theorem 1, it suffices to show that V is S^-universal. We present two arguments for this. 
